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I: Just to explain, this research is urm, is being done to better 1 
understand the interactions between people with Acquired Brain Injury and 2 
outside services, 3 

P: yeah  4 

I:the information will be used to hopefully develop a new form of support 5 
to bridge the gap communication between the services and these people  6 

P: ok, 7 

I: This should take between 30minuntes to an hour and with your permission 8 
will be audio recorded  9 

P: yeah that’s absolutely fine 10 

I: great, all the conversations are confidential and all the transcripts 11 
and recordings will be anonymised, and you’ll have the right to withdraw at 12 
any point, before during and even after the interview. Urm if you just 13 
email me or contact Dr Alyson Norman. 14 

P: yep 15 

I: right do you have any questions about the process before we start?  16 

P: no no no that’s fine  17 

I: Great, so please can you tell me, give me a brief history of your 18 
experience of someone with brain injury? 19 

P: urrrmm my bro, sorry can you hear me now just putting you on speaker 20 
real quick 21 

I: yeah I can hear you 22 

P: yep urmmmm my brother (name) haaad, he was driving a motor cycyle urrm 23 
and urrm a parked lorry pulled out of a space that a lorry wasn’t supposed 24 
to pull out of  25 

I: Right 26 

P: and urm there was no visibility and he took chris out, urm the first 27 
person on scene assumes that (name) was dead and didn’t approach him 28 

I: Ok 29 

P: it took 14 minutes before they realised that actually they should check 30 
and see whether he was alright, and the first person who actually 31 
approached (name) the first thing they did was actually took his helmet off  32 

I: Yeah 33 

P: urrm which caused urmmm his skull came away with the helmet, and and it 34 
caused air to be exposed to the brain it is how he actually got his 35 
acquired brain injury, if the person hadn’t done that he would have had 36 
cranial fractures and breaks but he wouldn’t of actually had any, cerebral 37 
damage, he wouldn’t of had any, any sort of brain damage that couldn’t of 38 
got over. 39 

Yeah 40 

P: but because they did that he ended up with an acquired brain injury he’s 41 
he’s recovered from all of his other injuries obviously apart from, his his 42 
TBI but ABI but yeah 43 
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I: ok urm can you tell me what what happened once you were sort of given 44 
the diagnosis of of of his acquired brain injury - 45 

P: urm he was in surgery for 14 hours the surgeons kept coming out and 46 
giving us sort of like little updates as to how things were, it was handled 47 
really really badly urm by (name of hospital), urm we were we were terribly 48 
offended by a lot of their staff and putting several complaints. Urrm we 49 
got his official diagnosis of urmm traumatic brain injury with no 50 
expectation of recovery. And they said that with the amount of cerebral 51 
damage that he had, cerebral damage? cerebellum damage, yeah urm he he 52 
wouldn’t be able to breath independently, he wouldn’t be able to basically 53 
acknowledge us at all, he had lot of fronatal lobe damage, they and that 54 
his memory would be short he wouldn’t be able to communicate, urm yeah we 55 
were absolutely devastated. 56 

I: yeah and what part of the, you said the staff sort of treated you guys 57 
really badly, what, can you give me an example of how that happened? 58 

P: Urrm, we were in the family waiting room before, we got moved to a 59 
private room, urm by really nice nurse  60 

I: hmm 61 

P: and urm we were in there for maybe, two three hours before a urm member 62 
of staff from the hospital came and told us that theyd just spoken to chris 63 
and he was sat up and he was eating drinking , he was absolutely fine, and 64 
we would be able to see him within half an hour 65 

I: hmm 66 

P: and the police liaison officer sort of looked at her a bit funny and was 67 
sort of like are you sure, that doesn’t sound right  68 

I: hmmm 69 

P: we were waiting for one of the “” to come and tell us what’s going on, 70 
and the police liaison officer went and checked what the nurse was saying 71 
and it turns out they were talking about a different patient.  72 

I: right 73 

P: so we’d we’d kinda of just been told, near miss, yes it’s absolutely 74 
fine, everything will be ok, and it turns out it it really wasn’t, so 75 
that’s just one of the examples, others are, when chris was in the high 76 
dependency unit after urm he got moved from the severe brain injury unit 77 
cause he got moved to >>> hospital I think that’s southern urm something 78 
like that. We’d walked in and where the auxiliary nurses were, cleaning or 79 
tidying up and things, one of them had pulled one of his wires out so he 80 
wasn’t actually getting any oxygen to go to him and there were alarms going 81 
off and they weren’t paying any attention and they’d also picked up all the 82 
rubbish and put it on chris while they were mopping the floor 83 

I: right  84 

P: so he he was basically a resting station for her things we’d they’s 85 
taken off caps for IV’s tissue anything that they’d found on the floor they 86 
put on my brother, urm we were disgusted  87 

I: yeah, and were you able to sort of forward your concerns about this, or 88 
what was the reaction  89 
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P: urm we got a verbal, sort of  oh we are really sorry about that and we 90 
will make sure that protocol gets changed and that our staff are urm 91 
updated about what they can and can’t do it was all really >>> but it was 92 
something it kind of felt forbed off, I mean you told us that but are you 93 
really going to follow it through  94 

I: hmm 95 

P: there was nothing in writing no one of any sport of position of power 96 
came and spoke to my parents and apologised or or anything  97 

I: yeah  98 

P: it was just, kind of dismissed he was just there as if he was part of 99 
the furniture and they would just sweeping under a sofa kind of thing, 100 

I: hmm, 101 

P: they they they really weren’t bothered  102 

I: ok, and what main effects urm can you tell me about with his brain 103 
injury 104 

P: what now or then? 105 

I: urm then and now the whole journey of it  106 

P: ok, then what effects as in how it affected me or how it affected him 107 

I: urrm like what any sort of like psychological effects or cognitive 108 
effects or physical. 109 

P: for chris he’s constantly changing, he’s he’s amazing, he’s my biggest 110 
inspiration, from being told that we had three options of him being on life 111 
support for the rest of his life or turning it off or he would need 112 
permanent hospice care, he’s well im teaching him how to talk read, I’m 113 
doing all of his speech and language therapy. urm he has physiotherapy, he 114 
is walking, with a stick, he’s one (inaudible), he had a heart attack and 115 
then three consecutive stroke’s so his right side is paralysed and he is 116 
constantly combating with the physiotherapist to battle that. He went 117 
through a stage of anger, urm really really bad anger, he would want to 118 
throw stuff, or then was one stage when he couldn’t communicate he couldn’t 119 
talk now he can talk we sit down and we go through things, and hmm, he’s 120 
urm his memory is useless, it’s urm next to nothing urm, he remembers 121 
things, his short term memory, if you do the same pattern with him every 122 
single day after about three weeks he kinds of go to do the next thing, and 123 
you kind of now then then he has got it. Urm long term memory is patchy at 124 
best, urm but the communication has seem to of saved off any anger, any of 125 
the bitterness towards the accident or any of the confusion where his 126 
memory is just in the wrong order of they’ve merged together or just not 127 
quite right, urrm, things he’ll he’ll remember a time when he was a child, 128 
but confuse it with the things that have happened during his adult life. 129 

I: right  130 

P: like how we’ve all played down the park and apparently that was the 131 
other day  132 

I: yeah 133 

P: everything seems to be the other day rather than having any sort of time 134 
frame, like proper time frame on it, so yeah he, he’s struggled with anger, 135 
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urm lots of uoset a lot of guilt, when we started doing his personal care, 136 
because we didn’t actually have any idea how to organise anything, urm so 137 
we started just getting on and doing his personal care, we can’t just wait 138 
for careers to be appointed for what (inaudible) so we did it. And he he 139 
did keep sort of grabbing our arm and looking at us a bit a bit woefully, 140 
and then after a while, once he got a bit better with his speech he would 141 
look at us and say sorry, and it’s like no chris it’s absolutely fine, 142 
you’re my brother like it makes no difference it’s ok. Urm so yeah he went 143 
through guilty, bit of guilt stage, he felt like he was sort of burdening 144 
everyone. 145 

I: hmm 146 

P: urrrm, yeah he, he but he is doing really really well, the leaps and 147 
bounds that he has made he seen his previous consultant, saw him around the 148 
time of the crash there and they’re outstanded, they’re completely don’t 149 
understand how he has got to where he is with the damage and the prognosis 150 
that he was given, so I don’t know if that answers cognitively and 151 
psychologically 152 

I: yeah it doesn, you say sort of the anger and the long-term memory and 153 
stuff like those seem to be the main effects, urm he’s had. But how were 154 
you warned about these possible effects. 155 

P: we’ve been told next to nothing it’s we’ve had to, urm do our own 156 
research or I’ve spoken to chris longmore at Plymouth quite a lot. 157 

I: yeah  158 

P: and got got a little sort of tip as to where to look for this and where 159 
to look for that and urm I was talking to chris berry about the best things 160 
to do about speech and language therapies and his his his recovery his 161 
marginally goverened about what we can find out and what we can do, because 162 
everyone I suppose because everyone deals with it on a day to day basis, 163 
whether that’s social workers hospitals police everything they deal with it 164 
on a day to day basis they see it all the time when it’s your brother or 165 
your son or something, you you don’t know you don’t know what places you’re 166 
supposed to reach out to or who can help or who can help with physiotherapy 167 
equipment or speech and language equipment or, how do you how do you make 168 
him feel less frustrated and he knows exactly what he wants to say but it’s 169 
not reaching his mouth he can’t actually say it or write it or those 170 
frustrations you don’t know how to deal with any of those it’s not 171 
something we deal with on a day to day basis and I think governing bodies 172 
and urm services that are there that are meant to help sort of forget that 173 
because they see it so often.  174 

I: hmmm 175 

P: they often think that it’s the first time and it may be the most simple 176 
thing like pointing us in the direction of headway or anything like that 177 
but somone needs to point them somewhere, too much time is wasted with them 178 
trying to find it on their own, we wasted 8 months before we even knew what 179 
headway was. No one pointed us in that direction or the >>> trust, places 180 
that you can go that’s disability specialised and didn’t go ahh yeah we can 181 
make allowances for disabled people instead of saying that say oh yh we can 182 
make allowances for able bodied people but we primarily serve disabled 183 
people and that that was amazing, chris could go and do all of these stuff 184 
and we didn’t know anything about it and it woud have aided him so much in 185 
his physical recovery and for his psychological wellbeing to not be just 186 
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stuck in the the brain injury place, the woodmill in >>> he was there and 187 
he was just wasting away  188 

I: hmmm, were you ever given a key worker, sort of assigned for chris’ case  189 

P: yes yes we were urm she was urmm cant remember her name someone turner, 190 
she was useless, absolutely useless, he needed walking frame, by the time 191 
she had gotten the permission to get the funding from the solicitor, for 192 
the, fo the primary sort of walking frame, we had chris walking, we had to 193 
go and get a frame and had to make sure because he is quite tall, we had to 194 
get an extension for it and we amazoned everything. And managed to get it 195 
all but by the time she got what chris needed he was past that stage, he 196 
was moving so fast, she had maybe 3 months in between us saying look, we 197 
need this, this is going to help him and him actually getting it, and by 198 
the end she brought it up expecting a gold star and a pat on the back and 199 
we’re like chris is chris is walking now,  200 

I: hmmm 201 

P: so it’s too late, everything there was so much red tape to go through, 202 
she wouldn’t do anything fast enough  203 

I: no 204 
P: so by the time she actually sorted anything out, chris didn’t need it 205 
anymore  206 

I: hmmm and how often did she meet with chris or you guys to- 207 

P: urrm we had her for two years, and she cam up three times 208 

I: ok 209 

P: and that was once chris was at home, she didn’t come and see him whist 210 
he was at the woodmill, urrrm there was no need they were supposed to 211 
adequately manage chris they nearly killed him,, but urrm yeah, she maybe 212 
came up three times, there was no rapport, there was no anything it was all 213 
done by email.  214 

I: hmm 215 

P: urm my mum was expected to to case manage like she was supposed to know 216 
what she was doing and she’s only just floundering above like trying to 217 
suss it out for herself  218 

I: yeah 219 

P: she’s still grieving loosing the son that she knew and raised and trying 220 
to get to know this whole new person who has different memories and a 221 
different voice and a different sense of humour and she’s expected to then, 222 
do the job of the case manager who was supposed to actually sort everything 223 
out. 224 

I: hmmm 225 

P: and so know the case manager was absolutely useless, we have a new one 226 
know and she’s really good, but know chris doesn’t need so much, so as much 227 
as she comes up every 3 week and she is genuinely lovely and she’s 228 
personable and she’ll sit down and she will talk to chris rather than talk 229 
about chris to everyone in the room, she’ll talk to him  230 

I: hmm 231 
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P: urrm but chris doesn’t need as much now because we’ve already brought it 232 
all or got it all or arranged it all or, probably we’ve worked in a way 233 
with family pulling together and sorting it out.  234 

I:Right yeah, urm, what was your relationship with like the other people 235 
involved in chris’ support 236 

P: we’ve always been really really close, me and my brothers we’ve got 237 
three years between us urm when it comes to chris’ personal care, I do that 238 
between me and my mum, because no 26 year old lad wants his brother 239 
handling his penis, and then sometimes, some things just need to be done, 240 
and because we’re both mothers, I think that makes it easier, 241 

I: yeah 242 

P: when is comes to giving out and doing activities, my younger brother 243 
Bradley tends to do a lot more of that because they have, they’re they’re 244 
close, they have good fun with each other, urrrm but when it comes to 245 
hospital appointments my dad mainly goes, because my mum gets a but 246 
emotional, urm she can go to sort of like appointments to talk about what’s 247 
going on currently but if it’s and it is wuite often we get shoved to a new 248 
doctor or a new person and they expect to hear everything from the 249 
beginning and my mum just finds it very stressful just constantly going 250 
back and retelling the whole situation  251 

I: yeah of course 252 

P: so my dad tends to do hospital appointments, other than that, we kind of 253 
just, we’ve always been really close with every Sunday we’re together, and 254 
we were before the accident, every Christmas we’re together, every holiday 255 
Halloween we we always do something we’re always together, there’s not, I 256 
wouldn’t go more than 2 or 3 days without seeing my mum and my brothers, so 257 
I think that helps a lot, we are a very tight unit and that seems to be 258 
good with chris, because as much as everyone else changes  phases like case 259 
managers or physiotherapist, or whoever else we get thrown he’s still got 260 
the same static people doing the same things with him so he knos what to 261 
expect from those people. 262 

I: yeah 263 

P: and (inaudible) 264 

I: and because you’ve the family sound like you’re really heavily involved 265 
in Chris’ recovery urm did you have any sort of support groups or services 266 
for yourself to understand it a bit better, or. 267 

P: no no we were told of urm headway apparently do, like family 268 
counselling, or help or support or things like that, I ran and spoke to 269 
them and they said they do things like respite and straight away we all 270 
went well we don’t want to get rid of chris but we don’tt want someone else 271 
looking after him, it it’s mainly for mum, we all worry about mum and how 272 
she is doing I have kept a video and photo diary from the point of first 273 
seeing chris in ICU sounds a bit morbid, but I took a photoand it was 274 
because I was studying psychology in uni and I understood that a lot of 275 
anger with TBI and ABI’s any sort of accident can come from them not 276 
knowing what happened to them in the time that they were in a coma or in 277 
the time they were in high dependency of to wherever they’re actual 278 
consciousness came into play. And I kinda kept that all the way through, so 279 
he can look back when he is ready and so that he doesn’t have such a blank 280 
space,  281 
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I: yeah  282 

P: my mum can’t even watch that she can’t, from that day as far as she is 283 
concerned that’s when her son was taken away  284 

I: hmm 285 

P: and she’s struggles and I see her dipping further and further into 286 
depression sometimes and I’m like mum you might want to go and see your 287 
doctor or you might want to talk to someone but she’s very. Oh no I’ll be 288 
fine it’ll be ok and as soon as she notices it, its almost like she puts 289 
this front up and she deals with everything again, and everything is fine 290 
for a few weeks, then she’ll get a bit teary again and the more chris has 291 
going on the stronger she is, when chris platues and he doesn’t do anything 292 
for a while, he doesn’t need anything or nothing theres no hospital 293 
appointment or physio, anything to worry about. She has more time to be 294 
introspective and think about everything and that’s when she sort of tips a 295 
lot. So we wanted a support group for mum 296 

I: yeah 297 

P: and we found , I think there’s one >>>> with ABI and she kinda just went 298 
no I don’t I don’t want to and she backed out of it and I went why and she 299 
said well it’s group therapy, said that’s all it is its group therapy its 300 
people stood around talking said it’ll be it’ll be lie top trumps and she 301 
painted all of these negative connotations towards this group and I 302 
genuinely think there should be a service that offers some sort of even if 303 
it’s just CBT, not that I rate CBT cause I think it’s a bunch of useless 304 
nonsense, but even if it’s just CBT that should be offered as the point of 305 
call to family members of someone with someone that goes through any sort 306 
of traumatic brain inury of ABI anything, but it doesn’t seem to be, 307 
everyone seems to focus on getting the person active again, getting them 308 
moving, getting there, there arms working, there legs walking, no one seems 309 
to focus on the cognitive health of the person who’s had the accident, or 310 
the speech and language, as long as he is up and walking and everything you 311 
can see is working, why do you need to care whether he can remember things 312 
in the right order, hmm, that’s how it feels and its its stressful that 313 
there doesn’t seem to be any >>>recourse??? For that  314 

I: yeah, so what other options do you think should be available to combat 315 
that? 316 

P: urm I definitely think that the cognitive health or the cognitive sort 317 
of, capability of the person, should be explored and worked on as much as 318 
to see a therapy they have (inaudible) (inaudible) was out that then the 319 
frustration comes and then the anger comes and you can stop all of these 320 
struggles if you keep there mind active or even try and piece together 321 
what’s happened, then that means that it means that when they are semi 322 
recovered or however they are going to end up, that luckily chris is still 323 
improving so there’s a chance that he is going to get a lot better than he 324 
is but if, if he was, spoken to a lot more, rather than kept in the dark, 325 
if people spoke to him and tried to involve him in conversations even with 326 
things like I gave him yes and no cards and he had just had to point to yes 327 
or no so when we’re talking our conversations became mostly questions that 328 
chris can answer to, urm, understanding that even though that langague 329 
isn’t there, these people are stuck with their ideas in their heads and 330 
they need to understand what’s gone on, simple things like introducing 331 
yourself when you come into the room. 332 
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I: hmmm 333 

P: just so he knows who’s about to do his personal care, or who is going to 334 
do, this or move that or what you’re going to do in their space whether 335 
that be a cubicle or a room in a hospice or at home, little stuff, because 336 
that’s that’s someone’s privacy and I don’t feel that enough of that is 337 
done, which I think contributes to the anger. Because they don’t they’re 338 
vulnerable and if nothing’s done, to fully make them feel as comfortable as 339 
they possibly can or piece things together, as much as they can then this 340 
whole swirl of anger comes where they’re frustrated and upset that they’ve 341 
lost all this time and they don’t know what’s happened. So just constant 342 
monitoring of of any sort of cognition or as soon as they are deemed t have 343 
consciousness interact, talk to them and hopefully, if you keep a big 344 
positive sort of scale around all the time, like we’ve never cried around 345 
chris so we keep things as positive as possible to encourage him to be as 346 
positive as possible. 347 

I: yeah 348 

P: and that in itself has made a wilder of difference, there needs to be a 349 
lot more understanding that they’re not just a body to get better, they’re 350 
a mind that is incredibly confused and upset and angry and that’s all going 351 
to come out at some point and if that’s not nourished then, then it’s just 352 
a problem waiting to happen.  353 

I: yeah and was chris working what was he doing before the accident? 354 

P: he was an outdoor pursuit instructor so he did, urm teaching people how 355 
to canoe, climb, he did diving, he went to Mexico and spent three years 356 
over there doing diving in the caos island, I think so, yeah he was 357 
incredibly outdoorsy which is one of the reasons that he did so well in the 358 
coma, because he had a lot of muscle mass so he didn’t waste away as much 359 
as he could of which meant his physical rehabilitation, once he was sort of 360 
fed up, urm like as in fed like eaten not like he was eaten, it was through 361 
a tube ut it meant that he could get back to doing physical things with 362 
physiotherapist that weren’t the bogg standard, lets try and do this with 363 
you lets try and do that with you we could we incorporated climbing ropes 364 
and all sorts, the familiar things that he would have used before his 365 
accident, but we’ve kept him more interactive with the physio rather than 366 
just getting bored, he knew what he was touching because it was familiar to 367 
him. 368 

I: yeah 369 

P: he knew how to use it and it really helped, the first sort of things he 370 
was doing to keep his mind busy is that he tries to tying climbing knots 371 
and he looked at his hands and kinda went phhhwww broken and I went ok so 372 
you can’t use one hand, you got a mouth, common and he sometimes things 373 
like stop being an idot common you can do it and you kind of got to take 374 
another approach  375 

I: yeah  376 

P: and then he realises its not I can I just have to change the way that I 377 
would normally do it  378 

I: hmmm 379 

P: so we we went out to go outdoors and collected loads of climbing stuff 380 
and (inaudible) and ropes and all sorts of and for a little while he had a 381 
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canoe in his hospice room, so we can try and convince him to do, sort of 382 
the climbing in and climbling out using his right leg to support his body 383 
weight to sort of move his leg and back again, we had everything in there 384 
is it was awful, the people must have hated us, but it kept him interactive  385 

I: yeah, and were there any other sort of outside activities urm separate 386 
from therapy that he was engaged in 387 

P: urm we went for walks we got, urrm urm only recently we got an electric 388 
urm I think its ahh what is it a three wheeled bike,I can’t even remember 389 
for the life of me what it is called now, it’s like a tric, but they sit 390 
down low 391 

I: ah ok, 392 

P: and they peddle it and we go along next to the canal we do that now, he 393 
finds it hard to be that physical beforehand because both of his lungs were 394 
punctured in the accident so his cardio and breathing is very restricted 395 
because of the heart attack and the lung capacity. Urm so it’s taken a 396 
while, we go to Exeter climbing centre and they’ve been amazing there, they 397 
help support his right side so he can climb up and someone climbs up with 398 
him because he can’t step or reach with his right, he does it with his left 399 
and the person who is coming up with him positions his right hand and 400 
positions his right foot, and as he is pushing to go up, he is then using 401 
muscle that he doesn’t even know he is using but it’s muscle memory, his 402 
muscle knows what to do but his head just doesn’t necessarily know how to 403 
control it 404 

I: yeah 405 

P: so he does a lot of that  406 

I: was that apurred on from urm outside services initiating that he should 407 
do this or was that 408 

P: no no no no, that’s through his friends and family we had a little get 409 
together, there ended up being 122of us, urm on the way from…. To ….. we 410 
thought they’d be a couple of people turning up we put facebook post out to 411 
be like if you knew chris and you have any idea of how to help him, please 412 
turn up and we expected a few people, my dad wasn’t happy cause he had to 413 
buy every one drinks but yeah the 122 turn up with solid ideas, with what 414 
we can do, and then there were people that he used to climb with come down 415 
from Exeter climbing centre and they were sat there coming up with ways 416 
that we can sort of do the ropes so he didn’t swing back on his right side, 417 
we had people talking about going out sailing, we had one lad who had done 418 
work experience at the ….. trust and he knew people there and would be able 419 
to contribute ideas, and there was a man called tom turned up and he 420 
specialised in these bike things, and he was like yeah we can adjust it and 421 
we can do this, it was all down to family and friends 422 

I: ok 423 

(0:30:21:1) 424 

P: there still is the (inaudible) with paying for the bike, they were very 425 
very good with money before chirs’ settlement, cause the lorry driver 426 
accepted full urm responsibility  427 

I: yeah  428 
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P: so chris got his insurance payout and in the meantime the money from the 429 
solicitors side did help, they completely impersonable they didn’t talk to 430 
chris they spoke about chris with him in the room, but they did what they 431 
needed to do in order to get the money that chris needed to have an 432 
adequate recovery  433 

I: and were there other sort of difficulties with the brain injury in terms 434 
of housing and social services  435 

P: urm well the solicitors they just finished the other side the lorry 436 
driver’s insurance company had said that chris will need x amount of money 437 
every month for the the rest of his life but they put his life expectancy 438 
at 65  439 

I: right 440 

P: so they put out a intra payment until then, and my parents they put the 441 
payment for the extension of the house, so chris has his own bedroom his 442 
own work room a storage area for his three different wheelchairs, his bike 443 
and for general stuff medicine etc and a small area for a career to sleep 444 
if my mum and dad ever wanted to go on holiday urm so I could go up and 445 
stay at the house with chris while they went away and I would be with him 446 
taking care of him. Urm so housing is we’ve we’ve pretty much been told he 447 
is never going to end up living independently so there is no point in even 448 
planning for that, however, they also told us that he would never be able 449 
to breathe on his own so we’ve taken all of it with a pinch of salt. Urm 450 
other services that they haven’t unless we’ve approached them we haven’t 451 
really been pointed in the direction of anything, my mum is like a mad 452 
scientist looking up on the uhh she’s a googler it does my head in urm 453 
looking up on google, oh what about them and this and that and there’s this 454 
oxygen biometric oxygen chamber thing how about this and she’s looking only 455 
with rose tinted glasses and the benefits and then I have to go behind and 456 
find like genuine publications that have looked at researching biometric 457 
oxygen chambers on TBI patients and if they’ve got plates in their head 458 
what does this mean pressure wise and thigs if its safe and then I kinda of 459 
go in with the negatives and then me and her butt heads a bit and then 460 
we’ll talk to the doctor about it and whether it’s a viable option so now 461 
he has the oxygen chamber treatment which is good  462 

I: ok 463 

P: but yeah we have to find out what they are and once we find out what 464 
they are we go and source it find it and make sure its don, we’ve had very 465 
little intervention from anyone else.  466 

I: so when you do eventually contact the urm contact the organisations how 467 
is it with your relationship with them is it quite easy to get things done 468 
with them or is that still quite a difficulty  469 

P: urmmmm well we’re still waiting a year on for chris to we approached a 470 
few a few service headway was one of them to ask for advice the case 471 
manager was a (inaudible) and then theres was another one about getting 472 
chris a buddy, because obviously I’ve I’ve got cancer so I am (insudible) 473 
to my hospital appointments and if I’m having treatment I cant take chris 474 
out and about my brother works full time my dad works full time so we do we 475 
make sure that chris goes out everyday between us all he gets out everyday, 476 
but to take the pressure off of us we were looking at getting chris a buddy 477 
so someone around the same age, into the same sort of stuff that could go 478 
out and about with chris, we approached a  few agencies and they had people 479 
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but no one in our area, so we’re still waiting a year on for the case 480 
manager or the for the any sort of other agencies social worker anyone to 481 
just find someone who is willing to get paid and take chris out. And its 482 
its been a year and we’re still sort of prodding a long and when the case 483 
manager came around this week, it was like have we heard anything, well 484 
there is someone but he only has six weeks experience and well we’re we’re 485 
not bothered about six weeks experience if he thinks he can do it it’s 486 
about building up a relationship and a rapport with chris, he doesn’t need 487 
any personal care while he is out it’ll be done before he is gone urm but 488 
she was reluctant to hire anyone who doesn’t have a minimal of two years’ 489 
experience, which eliminates a lot of people chirs’ age, cause I don’t know 490 
any 26 year old lads who have gone straight into care, and got two years 491 
experience form college or uni or whatever, so theyre reluctant to have 492 
anyone who hasn’t got the experience that they deem necessary and that’s 493 
not necessary what chris needs, so again it’s red tape. 494 

I: hmmm yeah, how do you think the long term community support can be 495 
improved? 496 

P: urm just do move things faster, talk to the families, I understand that 497 
the people all have especially the case manager, she has a certain set of 498 
protocol that she has to do and that she has to look at people, for example 499 
with the two year experience because that’s what her governing body 500 
stipulates, however, ask the family do you mind if this person has less 501 
experience, would you like to meet these people, instead of well we’ll hire 502 
them on the specification, if they’re ok on paper, we’ll hire them if they 503 
hit all the tarets on paaer we’ll hire them. But that doesn’t necessarily 504 
mean that they are going to get on with chris, involve the person who has 505 
had the accident in the decision over who they spend a couple hours a week 506 
with. 507 

P: yeah, they’ve got to get on with the person rather than just being the 508 
(inaudible) so mum can have a sleep or some time, just to not be a career, 509 
they don’t they don’t involve the person enough in the decisions that are 510 
made about their care or the people that are going to be around them. 511 

I:yeah in the urm all the other services as soon as discharge happens how 512 
else can long can the support be improved? 513 

P: this is gonna sound really silly, urrm I want a book, (laughs) you know 514 
how they say oh yeah but when you have a baby it doesn’t come with a 515 
manual, brain injury should come with a manual it actually should, not like 516 
oh you can expect x y and z cause everyone is individual and you never know 517 
what to expect, and if we had that manual while chris had his accident then 518 
you can expect to make a decision ten machines (inaudible) of with in 4 to 519 
6 weeks. I mean things like here are a list of people that can help you, 520 
here are a list of support services that can talk to you, and here are a 521 
list of places that you can take this person and do stuff with them and 522 
then not going to be made to feel so different. There needs to be some sort 523 
of complied list of places that people can reach out to if they need to 524 
talk or if they need to talk with things like paper work (go over this) or 525 
if they aren’t happy with one set of care from one person who can I go to 526 
where are the alternatives, because as far as we know there’s only headway 527 
and they are brilliant in the advice they give but they can’t actually get 528 
involved that much, so there’s no, there’s no, step by step sort of well if 529 
you have encountered this problem, well talk to these people or if you’re 530 
struggling here’s some sort of support group that people you can talk to 531 
instead of looking up groups of parents of people who have had acquired 532 
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brain injury on facebook, cause that’s where my mum gets the majority of 533 
her support, it’s from people on facebook who have taken it upon themselves 534 
to set up a group, half of them think they’re doctors, because this has 535 
happened to my son, it’s going to happen to yours but that’s not 536 
necessarily the case, we need, (inaudible) individuals who can go, I 537 
understand where you’re coming from but I want to hear it from your 538 
prescriptive, what are you going through? How can I help you? It all just 539 
seems to be very generic, or not there at all. 540 

I: hmmm 541 

P: I wouldn’t have particularly enjoyed it if I’d walked out the hospital 542 
after we were told that we sort of chris was okish he was stable come back 543 
in a couple hours, we got a load of stuff for mum and dad they’d stayed 544 
there, if I’d walked out with a manual would be like you’re brothers had a 545 
TBI here’s what to expect, id have been like who they hell do they think 546 
they are, but I’d have kept it. And it would have been invaluable for the 547 
first few months that he came home to mum’s when we’re having to we’re had 548 
this stair lift in the upstairs bathroom, we’ve had to strip wash him down 549 
the stairs and he could barely move, or I had to sit behind him with my 550 
arms under his under arms and ump him up fifty or fifth teen he’s a 6 foot 551 
4 man, it wasn’t easy and I could have dropped him I could have let him 552 
fall he could have had a could have had anything, anything could have gone 553 
wrong, I could have caused problems to his back but no one was there to 554 
tell me otherwise, or get in touch with these people and you can have a 555 
stair lift fitted, we weren’t told any of that, mum didn’t get her stair 556 
lift until 8 months after Chris was home , we were bumping him up those 557 
stairs every other day. And it’s humiliating for him and it’s really bad 558 
for us to be every step I’m going to be im sorry mate we’ll be there in a 559 
minute it’s ok, but from nine o clock in the morning to get him up till one 560 
o clock to get him back down those stairs every day and it’s wasted time, 561 
it’s time that things could be a lot mmore streamlined and done in a way 562 
that if a family had had the right support he could have been up those 563 
stairs in a matter of minutes, showered done turned round down the stairs, 564 
it would have cut it down by at least half the amount of time, but it’s 565 
just not there there is no information unless you find it out yourself or 566 
talk to people that have been there you don’t know who to get hold of. My 567 
mum now councils people and advises them and tells them where to go. 568 
Because she’s been given all the information just way too late. 569 

I: yeah 570 

P: and its sad that she’s had to suffer such a argious journey with her son 571 
and we can help out as much as we can but it’s not my son it’s happened 572 
too, it’s my brother I will never understand her point of view and she has 573 
to reach out to strangers online and give them advise when her journery 574 
could have been made so much easier. 575 

I: hmm 576 

P: it’s just, it’s hard to think about it like that 577 

I: yeah, so what I’m getting mostly from this is that urm initially even 578 
the sort of staff training and the very initial contact with chris being in 579 
hospital urm was quite a difficult experience with just the training and 580 
understanding and knowing who he was first of all 581 

P: yeah just simple identification, yeah ok chris fawley look at the last 582 
name says he is in room 2 not whoever is next to him chris wasn’t even in 583 
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the ward that she said he was in he was having surgery and she took it upon 584 
herself to come and tell us this great news and it turned out that wasn’t 585 
the case at all, and the cleaners just putting things on him like he is 586 
furniture, like you could put the chairs up on the table before you mop the 587 
floor, they’re putting like a duster on him well it wasn’t a duster it was 588 
a cloth, but putting things ion him he is a living person, just beacse he 589 
is not moving or talking just knowing that certain wires can’t be tripped 590 
over or can’t be unplugged or if something comes undone don’t try and do it 591 
yourself get hold of a nurse,  at the woodhill the brain rehabilitation 592 
place he was in there was an agent staff member, who’d admitted that she 593 
had three days training before being left with someone of such high risk 594 
she didn’t put him into the proper position before she went and she only 595 
checked on him, she was supposed to check every fifteen minutes she checked 596 
him 2 hours later and sat with another resident watching TV, there were so 597 
understaffed didn’t even check on him, by the time she did, because she 598 
hadn’t positioned his arm properly from stopping him rolling over to his 599 
front, his body weight pulled him on the front and he nearly got smothered 600 
by a pillow because he didn’t have, any control over his body to be able to 601 
move his head from the left tp the right, so he survived this horrific 602 
accident and then could have been killed by a pillow because of someone’s 603 
negligence  604 

I: so a lack of training  605 

P: oh completely completely, complete lack of training and understaffing  606 

I: and also urm so your family seem to be very, very involved highly 607 
involved in chris’ recovery with minimal sort of contact with outside 608 
services to to show you and direct you you guys what to do, so sort of the 609 
time it’s taken for you guys to understand the adjustement and what chris 610 
needs and where he should go if he wants to do something, you spent a ot of 611 
time finding that out yourself rather than, being told this is what can 612 
happen this is where he can go 613 

P: and when he finally does get round to doing something and we’re good and 614 
we get used to how he likes it and how he needs it for his recovery, he 615 
steps up and he changes again, and whether that’s his personality changes 616 
or his physical needs change or his physical abilities change and now 617 
instead of oh just going down and seeing the beach for the day, he wants to 618 
suddenly get up and stand and walk on the sand and im ringing mum like is 619 
it ok, can he do this like, is chris safe, having a complete panic so 620 
instead he got in his electric wheelchair and we drive all the way down 621 
cause he has got an outdoor wheel chair rode all the way to the water’s 622 
edge the people on the beach thought he was jesus or something cause one 623 
minute he is in the wheelchair and the next minute he was standing on the 624 
water, he got up and he managed to walk on all fours, and as soon as we get 625 
used to things he makes another leap, or sometimes, it’s mainly 626 
psychologically he’ll take a step backwards, and he’ll be like died me died 627 
and I’m like yeah its ok they resuscitated you your fine, and they will 628 
have a few days where he is low and he doesn’t want to do anything and he 629 
needs a lot of just family time, and we’ll all just right chris is having a 630 
bad one and dad brother will take time off work =, me and my children mum 631 
dad bradely chris all just basically come to my mum’s and spend and few 632 
days spending as much time as we can with chris, just doing pretty much 633 
whatever he wants to do, and then he is fine again, urm, he yeah sometimes, 634 
he’ll do it but as soon as we catch up to what he is doing, there is 635 
another change and no one warns you of that you kind of expect there to be 636 
a textbook, ok he is getting better he is getting better, each day he is 637 
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doing something new and it’s he’ll platue for three four weeks and we’re 638 
used to him and that sort of level and all of a sudden he is like walking 639 
=, and its like woah, or he’ll come out with random words that he’d of 640 
never come out with both, his word this week is narcissistic he can’t use 641 
it in context, but he’s is saying it, so then he makes another step and 642 
another change and then we have to adjust, as it is a constant adjustment 643 
for him 644 

I: did he ever have any links with the mental health services, in terms of 645 
his urm mood and urm anger quite that was wuite early on in his recovery. 646 

P: what before his accident or since 647 

I: no since since his accident  648 

P: urm well we had a psychologist, that was provided by the solicitors urrm 649 
we we had to complain about him hhh, he was only supposed to talk to chris 650 
when mum’s in the room or when there’s another appropriate adult in the 651 
room because chris is a vulnerable person, even if we are sat there just 652 
looking through facebook or whatever, or not actually getting any involved 653 
with the conversation, because obviously it’s chris’ counselling time annnd 654 
as he was leaving, steven said oh I forgot my sally to my mum, I’ll just 655 
pop back in and as he walked back in he said chris urm I really would like 656 
to talk about these suicidal thoughts that you’re having, and me and mum 657 
had both been in that session and chris didn’t say anything about suicidal 658 
thoughts and we tried to keep things as positive as possible. About chris, 659 
so chirs shouted mum and my mum went back in and I followed and he just 660 
looked and just wen him, suicide me, no. and I went what did you just say 661 
and he said oh I was asking chris about his suicidal thoughts I said has 662 
chris told you about suicidal thoughts? And he said well no but it is very 663 
common, and I said well you’re not a mind reader, you’re a psychologist you 664 
cant put that in his mind that he is having suicidal thoughts, when he’s 665 
not he’s obviously extremely shocked that you’ve said this. Chris is this 666 
something that you would like to talk to steven about? And he went me nooo. 667 
And I was like ok I think it’s best that you leave. So one he approached 668 
chris and said something very delicate without the appropriate adult in 669 
place, two he came out that he wasn’t actually recording or taking notes 670 
through any of his appointments with chris. So how he was supposed to come 671 
up with an adequate report on chris’ cognitive recovery I have no idea and 672 
three, he was charging the absolute earth, and wasn;t actually getting 673 
anywhere with chirs, because as chris’ well chris had afterwards he speak 674 
me yes, no. I said right well do you feel like he made a difference, he 675 
said noo, he said jibberish, I was like right ok, so we got rid of steven 676 
because he, he was unprofessional and reading the reports that he was 677 
giving the solicitors, he made chris sound very depressed, and very sad and 678 
very upset all the time, and any of the sessions that I sat in weren’t like 679 
that, sometimes he was angry. Sometimes he was frustrated, but never 680 
depressed or sad. Chirs hasn’t really been until recently, he’s had a few 681 
bouts of like dips, when we had steven that was about a year ago, that was 682 
when he was going through his anger, and steven instead of putting it down 683 
as anger, he decided it was depression, and wanted to put chirs on tablets 684 
for depression and our GP outright said that’s not right, that’s not 685 
needed. So there was a conflict of urm, conflict of mind between the GP and 686 
the psychologist and my mum decided to side with the GP because our GP is 687 
really good, we live in a small town he goes up and see’s chris every two 688 
weeks, up to the house to spend time and just see if there is anything that 689 
he needs, he is fantastic he has known chris since he was a child. So that 690 
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helps. So no we didn’t have a lot of support when it comes to psychological 691 
urm, apart from, the one that did was veru detrimental 692 

I: yeah 693 

P: because then my mum went into overdrive and went well maybe chris is 694 
depressed, maybe he just doesn’t feel like he can tell us or and 695 
overanalysing his behaviour, any time he wanted time on his own or any time 696 
he wanted time to sleep, oh look Hayley he must be depressed, almost put it 697 
in my mum’s head that he must be depressed. When that wasn’t the case 698 

I: its also a lack of understanding of those outside services as well  699 

P: well yeah, and professionally he should have been keeping some sort of 700 
record or notes of the sessions, and he didn’t. and even I know that’s 701 
wrong. 702 

I: yeah, ok, well thank you so much for taking the time to talk to me today 703 
about your experience with chris and his journey.  704 

P: No that’s fine, 705 

I: is there anything else you wish to add or anymore any questions you have 706 
for me  707 

P: no no none at all its actually been quite good to sort of get it all 708 
out, im really sorry if I went on  709 

I: noo no no it’s really sort of all the stuff you’re talking about I 710 
didn’t even have to ask much as you covered it all 711 

P: good luck transcribing all of that haha 712 

I: (laughs) 713 

P: is it for your dissertation 714 

I: yeh its for my dissertation , yeah so I will transcribe all the 715 
information urm and then sort of go through the analysis, once we find get 716 
the research findings and have all the research done, we can send you urm 717 
sort of the points that we found throughout the study if you like 718 

P: yeah that would be great, that would be really helpful, yeah, you’ve got 719 
my email address so just whenever or if you need anything else just drop me 720 
a message. 721 

I: alright will do ok, 722 

P: thank you very much,  723 

I: alright take care, bye 724 

P: bye. 725 


